
























July 1944
Jul 1 -2, L944. The strike squadrons hit Kandari Drome on Noemfoer with 250

pounders on July 1't. This was an attempt to destroy fortifications the Japs
were building. Excellent bombing resulted. On the 2nd they dropped 1000
pounders with great care as the allied forces had landed on the island 4 hours
before the drop took place. Little to no enemy opposition took place.
The Sea Hawks hit Pelalia Strip on Palau with frags and incendiaries with
only small fires being started.

Jul 3, 1944. The 63'd was on reccos and carried frags. One plane bombed a reef
believing it was a ship.
The strike squadrons were off for maintenance as they were through the 6th.
They were also having the bombers equipped with cargo racks for the move
to Owi.

Jul 4-6, 1944. The 63'd hit Peleliu on the 4'h. On the 5th they bombed Klarrbeek
Island. On the 6'h aconvoy was sighted and hits were scored on a medium
freighter with a skip bombing attack due to faulty radar on the plane. The
freighter was declared sunk.

Jul7, L944. Today began the big airlift of 43'd and other unit personnel and
baggage to Owi. The strip was serviceable but fuel was very limited. So the
bombers were fueled with only 500 gallons for the trip back to Nadzab. This
move with the bombers took place until the 16th.
The 63'd had been staging out of Wadke Island for about a month now. The
area was subject to nightly air raids by the Japs from Biak until it fell. Then
the raids continued for some time from the Halmaheras until night fighters
got the raiders under control.
Planes of all types landing on Wadke because of battle damage or
mechanical problems were quickly stripped of parts to get other planes in the
ar.
The 63'd bombed Palau with frags and started a fire seen 30 miles away.

Jul 9, 1944. The squadron attacked a Sugar Able at Palau with no results. The
63'd continued its missions nightly with at least 2 planes each night on armed
reccos looking for shipping. It flew at least I mission from Owi before
moving there on the I4'h and closing shop at Nadzab and Wadke.

Jul 10, 1944. Two Sea Hawks planes dropped 500 pounders on Ngesebus (Sp?)
Drome after failing to find any shipping for targets.

1 1 , 1 944. The 63'd attacked Peleliu and caused fires and a large explosion.
15, 1 944. With the 63'd moved to Owi 4 planes took to the air this trigttt. Two

went to Ngebeus and Zhit Peleliu. The weather was so poor that no real
results were seen.
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Jul 16, 1944. The 3 Sea Hawks planes headed for some ships and 2 vessels were
attacked. Although the Hawks claimed one was an aircraft carrier, this was
very doubtful.

Jul 1 7 , 1944. The 64th had the honor of being the first strike squadron to fly a
combat mission from Owi. Nine planes headed to Manokwari to hit AA
positions. With poor weather and despite some elements making 6 runs, the
targets remained elusive in the rain and haze.
The 63'd kept the Japanese at Yap awake with a night bombing.

Jul 18, 1944. The strike forces had been busy with the move to Owi and no
missions were undertaken from the 2nd through the 16th of July. Building a
camp on Owi was heavy and difficult work. The island being so small soon
became a nightly target of the Japanese planes that generally resulted in little
damage. Many of the hundreds of frags that these planes dropped did not go
off and soon became objects for souvenir hunters the next morning. Several
men were injured gathering these and one unidentified 43'd man was killed.
He was the only 43'o man killed on Owi by air raids of gathering of frag
bombs for souvenirs.
The Sea Hawks sent out 3 planes but results were weather reports and a miss
on a merchant ship.

Jul 19,1944. Pettus' manuscript is ambiguous as to just which day the first strike
of any ofthe day strike squadrons tookplace from Owi, but it seems to be
the 64th might have flown as mission to Manokwari this day but with poor
weather making the mission difficult.
The 63'd went back to Yap and Babelthuap to keep the Japanese off balance
as to where the next shoe would drop.

Jul20-21,1944. The 65th and 403'd were still waiting for their sea lift to arrive at
Owi so only the 64th was operational. It went to Manokwari again. With
better weather and using a full load of 100 lb. demos, the AA batteries were
definitely damaged.

Jul22, 1944. The 64th pulled a double making 2 missions in one day. The first
was to Biak to hit the "Indi" pocket a ridge where hundreds of Japanese
were dug in and deffing shelling , naval guns, snipers, etc. Eight 64'h
bombers took off at 0830 and flying in 3 elements dropped sixty-four 1000
pounders right on target. Our ground troops moved in immediately and the
planes were back on the ground by 0925. They were then loaded for a
mission to Manokwari.
That afternoon the same 8 planes went to Manokwari, only 200 miles from
Owi, and covered the A A with 10 lb. demos.
Four Sea Hawks went out for the night and hit Yap, Babelth.rap and Peleliu.
Only a few small fires were sighted.
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Jul23,1944. The workhorse 64th sent 9 planes in 3 elements to 3 different enemy
airstrips, Babo, Samate and Manokwari. The bombingat Babo was
hampered by clouds, Samate was socked in and Manokwari, akeady much
battered: got the worst of it with many more holes blown in the strip.
The 63'o went back to Babelthruap and Ngosebus with frags and 100
pounders. A number of small explosions were reported.

Jul25, 1944. The 64th had a day of rest. The 65'h and 403'd were getting their
planes ready for their fnst daylight mission from Owi the next day.
The 63'd sent out 2 armed reccos with not sightings reported and no
secondary tar gets assigned.

Jul26, 1944. The 64th and 65'h hit the airstrip on Samate while the 403'd hit the
strip on nearby Ramsiki.
That night the 63'd attacked and sank a 4500 ton Fox Tare Charlie south of
the Halmaheras. Hit with a 1000 lb. bomb, the ship was set on fire and sank.

Jul27, 1944. The daylight squadrons headed for new targets on Halmahera
Island. The target was the dispersal areas of Lolobata Drome. Although the
area was covered with frags assessment of the damage was difficult due to
smoke and dust. These made if hard to tell whose bombs dropped where.
Two of 7 Nip fighters made an attack on the 403'd and 1 was shot down
quickly.
That night 2 Sea Hawk bombers had good luck with their radar in the same
area and found targets but missed them. A great deal of soul searching took
place as to why so many radar misses of late. Was it the training, calibration
or mechanical problems with the new system that were under constant
modification?

Jul 28, 1944. The 3 daylight squadrons hitthe oil fields onthe island of Ceraffi, &
new target. A lovely fire was started after the bombirg by the 5 of 18 planes
that made it to the target. Two 64*, one 65'h and two 403'd phnes managed
to destroy a pumping station and start several fres with smoke to 4000 feet.
The other planes hit secondary and l.r;rtrary targets. The planes staggered
back to Owi throughout the day with one B-24landing at Wadke. Takeoff
had been delayed by the collapse of a nose wheel. The following planes had
to reverse direction for takeoff. Bomb release problems were plentiful. This
was probably due to electrical problems caused by the weeks of inaction and
cargo hauling
I'll Be Around a 63'o plane crashed with a C-47 on takeoff and then plowed
through several parked planes:2 C-47s; 2 P-39s; 1 P-38; 1 P-61 and 1 B-25.
The bombardier was killed and the pilot, copilot,2 gunners and the radar
operator were injured.
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Jul29,1944. The 64'h and 65'h managed to penetrate the weather and bomb Boela
with good results. The targets were oil loading facilities, the water front
with the airstrip being secondary. All were well hit with 1000 pounders, but
the airstrip was soon back in service. The 403'd hit the second ary target,
Otawari Airstrip.

Jul 30, 1944. It was back to Boela's airstrip with 1000 pounders. With better
weather the planes hit the runway and adjacent parking area with a lot of
smoke qnd fires reported.
The 63'o had 2 armed reccos out in the Halmahera Sea but found no targets.

Jul 31,1944. The g'oup hit Galela Strip onHalmahera some 600 miles away. The
planes carried 250s and 500 pounders to drop onthe dispersal areas. The
bombing was excellent and at least 15 enemy planes were destroyed on the
ground. Much to the surprise of the crews, Gen. Ennis "The Menace"
Whitehead was on hand to meet them. This was a rarlty as most enlisted
men and junior officers seldom saw any of the generals much less to meet
one.
The Sea Hawks' reccos had radar failure and did not complete their mission
except 1 did drop frags on Agesebus Drome starting fires and explosions.

July was a hard month for the group. The scrub fyphus epidemic broke up crews,
but with hard work the men managed to weld crews together with the replacements
as well as working with the ground crews. The mortality rate of the mite was less
than 20 , but many victims were left with heart murmurs and symptoms similar
rheumatic fever.

AIJGUST 1944
Nobody was sorry to see July pass. New targets like Borneo to the west and the
Philippines to the north were inviting. Allied troops had landed and taken Sansa-
por and New Guinea and new fighter strips had been constructed on a nearby
offshore island of Middleburn.
The island of Ceram and Halmahera were the first targets to be neutralned. The
weather on Owi was good but this was not true of the targets areas.
Aug 4, 1944. All 3 squadrons took off to hit aircraft on the ground at Haroekoe

Airdrome on the island with the same name. They carried 20 lb. frags, but
the target was covered and they hit the seconddry, the oil fields of Boela.
Since frags are not the proper bomb for oil targets, little damage was sited.
One twin engine aircraft was destroyed on the ground. Enemy fighters gave
minor interception with some phosphorus bombs dropped on the 64th. The
presence of P-38s resulted in no serious passes made at the bombers.
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The Sea Hawks were out almost every night of the month to date but with
poor bombing results as the radar was not too effective when the targets
were close to shore and among numerous islands.

Aug 5, 1944. With bad weather over Haroekoe the group went back to Boela, but
the 64th lost a plane over the target. A/A was heavy and accurate but not so
intense there multiple planes were hit. Bombs Away #006 with Lt. James R.
Barber in command had an explosion in the bomb bay and immediately
burst into flames. One chute was seen to open, but no landing was seen and
it was not certain that anyone was in the chute. The plane may have had a
bomb malfunction but more likely an NA detonated some of the frags.

Aug 6, 1944. No report.
Aug 7,1944. All 3 strike squadrons hit Lolobata Drome with 390 100 pounders.

Numerous fires were started along with one large explosion.
The 63'd had 3 planes out this night, 1 to Lolobata and 2 to Bassa Airfield on
Mindanao.

Aug 8, 1944. Back to Lolobata, but weather forced the squadrons to hit the
secondary target, Manokwari. It was big surprise to have 100 lb. bombs set
off 2 explosions that rocked the B-24s at 10,000' after the target had been hit
so many times. No doubt a well concealed ammo dump.

Arrg 9, 1944. The daylight squadrons hit Liang Drome despite poor weather.
Only the edges of the target were visible so no assessment of damage was
attempted.
The 63'd got a real boost when Maj. Harry Staley, formerly of the 63'd and
legendary skip bombing, rejoined the squadron. He was assigned as
operations off,rcer to learn the transition from B-17s to B-24s. Within a few
weeks he was leading missions and was a big asset to Col. Hawthorne, the
c.o.

Aug 10, 1944. The target was Galela Airdrome and photos showed at least 40
enemy planes on the ground. The 100 lb. demos were right on target
dropping in the dispersal parking and revetment areas. V Bomber Command
assessed that at least 10 planes were destroyed and as many were damaged.
The 63'd worried these same airdromes with attacks on and off over several
hours. A plane would hit an airdrome and then head off to look for shipping.
Soon after another plane would attackthe same airdrome at a different
altitude and speed and in turn head out to look for shipping. These same
planes reported weather every half hour to aid for the next day's strike.

Aug 11, 1944. Weather cancelled the daylight strike.
The 63'd went to Davao and back to the Lolobat a areato a new strip named
Hatetebako where they hit an ammo dump.
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Aug 12, 1944. It was off to Davao to hit A/A and dispersal areas. Two twin-
engine planes were claimed destroyed on the ground and another damaged.
That night a 63'o plane hitting Lolobata dropped all of its bombs in the
water, but another sighted and sank a Fox Tare Charlie in Davao Gulf, It
also attacked another target but missed.

Aug 13, 1944. No entry.
Aug 14, 1944. The strike squadrons had aday of rest and getting tech supplies

caught up.
The Sea Hawks hit the docks at Davao and missed a Fox Tare Baker by a
narrow margin. Again the squadron was trying to figure out why so many
recent attacks missed by a small margin - maybe 100'.

Aug 15, 1 944. With a new supply of frags the daylight squadrons Lolobata under
good weather conditions. Over 3000 twenty-pound frags fell in the dispersal
area resulting in a number of large fires. N A was heavy, and although 6
planes had minor damage only one man was wounded.

Aug 16, 1944. Planes onthe ground at Miti Drome were the target as well as a
strike to make the target unserviceable. The bombing was good starting
numerous fires and destroying at least 2 planes on the ground and damaging
others in the revetment area.
The 63'd could claim only a near miss in Kaoe Bay this night.

Aug 17, 1944. It was back to Lolobata to destroy any aircraft still on the ground.
Very few were seen. Radio chatter indicated that there were 14 enemy
fighters airborne, but the only fighters actt;a,lly sighted were P-38s in pursuit.
Bombing was good but no fires were started in the area where the bombs fell
amid parked arcraft. The only claim could be to damaging enemy ancraft.
The 63'd were making life miserable in Kaoe Fiay and Davao keeping the
enemy up all night and dropping a bomb here and there. The only results
were some small fires.

Aug 18, 1944. The strike squadrons were grounded due to weather. The 64'h lost
a plane when the gear folded up on landing after a practice bombing
mission. No one was injured, but 5 jeeps were damaged when the plane slid
into them.

Aug 19, 1944. With better weather the squadrons went on a multi-target mission
in the Ceram area. They were to head to Manloa Airdrome and bomb if they
found targets. If not, they were to bomb a town a few miles away. One
squadron bombed the primary target causing little visible damage. The other
2 squadrons hit the town starting 4 nice fires.
The Sea Hawks found no shipping bnd dropped its 500 pounders on Kaoe
(pronounced COW) Township.
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Aug 20, 1944. The target was a stagingarca near Tabalo Village on northern
Halmahera where numerous barges and small freighters had been seen. The
18 B-24s wiped out 75 buildings, ? pier and caused severe damage. A few
trucks and people were seen on the ground but the area looked pretty
deserted.
The 63'd hit Kaoe Town that night and had another near miss on a freighter.

Aug 21,1944. The supply area of Wasile Bay on Halmahera was to be hit today.
Targets were jetties and dumps nearby. Bombing was excellent, but only 1
fair explosion was sighted.
The Sea Hawks went after Kaoe Town and Davao again with disappointing
results.

Aug 22, 1944. Weather grounded the strike squadrons.
The 63'd was rewarded for its attack on Davao with a fre that was visible for
25 miles.

Aug 23, 1944. Galela an airfield on Halmahera was the target, but if not a
sufficient number of planes were on the ground to justiff using 1000
pounders, the squadrons were to go on to the supply/depot a few miles away.
That is where they went and dropped 93 1000 pounders on a supply dump
staring fires and destroying a number of buildings.
The 63'd went back to Kaoe Town to keep them up all night and to report
weather.

Aug 24, 1944. Enemy aircraft on the ground on Halmahera were down to about
2l at 6 airfields, so the offense switched to supply and personnel targets. So
on this date the B-24s was after troop concentrations south of Lolobata and
laid waste to a bivouac area. The 403'd missed the intended target but started
a very large fuel and ammo fire which kept growing by the hour as
confirmed by strafers coming in later.
The Sea Hawks sent out 2 planes but with little success although they
thought they had hit a ship but were not given credit for such.

Aug 25,1944. The lead ship miscued the planes following it and 2 squadrons
missed the target completely. The 403'o hit the Bull's Eye at Karokoe
Drome amid light NA, but with nothing to report for results.
Two 63'd bombers attacked a small island in Davao Gulf and did not sink it.

Ar.rg 26-27, 1944. Bad weather so the squadrons used the time to catch up on
maintenance.

Aug 28, 1944. The target was Ambon Town and in particular 2 buildings reported
to be officers' quarters complete with geisha girls. Both buildings were
claimed to be destroyed and 7 large fires were started in the area. N A was
heavy and accurate hitting several planes. This was nothing compared to the
danger from the 22"0 BG being off course and dropping their bombs tluough
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the second element of the 65tn Squadron's formation. The only damage was
a 14" gash in one wing caused by an arming vane from one of the bombs.
The Sea Hawks sent out 3 planes to Davao this night but bad weather made
it difficult to pick out particular targets, but the squadron kept the enemy up
all night. Another 63'd plane bombed "Cow" Town.

Aug 28, 1944. Bob Hope showed up at the revetment area, not the makeshift
theater as planned, and christened a new B-24 BOB'S HOPE with the
comment, "They named this ship after me because they couldn't keep its
nose down."

A.tg 29, 1944. The major supply point of Wasile Bay was the target today. Eighty-
two 1000 pounders ere dropped in the staging area resulting in 2 large
explosions. N A was accurate but not intense. One aircraft hit. Targets like
this one were being hit by not only the 43'd BG but the 22"d and 90th as well
as by the B-25s that generally came in after the heavies had bombed. Their
hopes were that the deadly light N A would have been taken out by the B-
24s.
The 63'd went back to Davao hittingabarracks areasouth of town. They
dropped 260 lb. frags with extension fuses. These are very nasty against
vehicles, barracks, etc.

A.rg 30, 1944. Tenible weather cancelled all strikes.
The Sea Hawks sent 3 planes to Davao to hit Matina Drome. Some fires
were started and one very large explosion was seen near the base of a jetty a
mile from the base.

Aug 31, 1944. There was no group strike.
The 63'd went back to Davao with frags and FIEs. Numerous small fres
were started as well as 2large conflagrations. It could not be determined
what was hit and burning due to the heavy black smoke coupled with rain
and clouds, but obviously something was set afire as frags do not burn.

August started out slowly, but by the end of the month KEN'S MEN were on a
roll. In all 329 sorties were flown, and the group was capable of putting up
3 strike squadrons each duy plus the 63'd's nightly flights. The bad news
was that 250 men had to be evacuated due to scrub fyphus. That was about
rc% of the unit's strength.
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